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Abstract—Along with radio frequency identification (RFID) becoming ubiquitous, security issues have attracted extensive attentions.
Most studies focus on the single-reader and single-tag case to provide security protection, which leads to certain limitations for diverse
applications. This paper proposes a grouping-proofs-based authentication protocol (GUPA) to address the security issue for multiple
readers and tags simultaneous identification in distributed RFID systems. In GUPA, distributed authentication mode with independent
subgrouping proofs is adopted to enhance hierarchical protection; an asymmetric denial scheme is applied to grant fault-tolerance
capabilities against an illegal reader or tag; and a sequence-based odd-even alternation group subscript is presented to define a
function for secret updating. Meanwhile, GUPA is analyzed to be robust enough to resist major attacks such as replay, forgery,
tracking, and denial of proof. Furthermore, performance analysis shows that compared with the known grouping-proof or yoking-proofbased protocols, GUPA has lower communication overhead and computation load. It indicates that GUPA realizing both secure and
simultaneous identification is efficient for resource-constrained distributed RFID systems.
Index Terms—RFID, security, authentication protocol, grouping proof, distributed system
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INTRODUCTION

R

ADIO frequency identification (RFID) as an emerging
sensor technique has been developed in various
applications. Due to the limited communication resources
and computation capabilities, several problems restrict its
extensive development. Particularly, security issues are
increasingly concerned in recent studies [1], [2], and are also
confronting with severe challenges. Conventional cryptographic primitives have low portability on low-cost tags
with inadequate power and storage, which may make
security issue more formidable.
Different techniques have been proposed to strengthen
security protection for RFID systems, including physical
mechanism, authentication protocol, access control, and
encryption algorithm. Thereinto, authentication is the
principal scheme that owns ubiquitous applicability [3],
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[4], [5]. For instance, ultralightweight protocols mainly
apply bitwise operations to achieve the tag-reader air
interface security. Lightweight protocols mainly adopt hash
function, cyclic redundancy code (CRC), message authentication code (MAC) and pseudo-random number generator
(PRNG) for authentication. Middleweight protocols mainly
use full-fledged cryptographic primitives such as symmetric
encryption to satisfy high security requirements. However,
most RFID security protocols focus on the case of single
reader and single tag while ignoring the simultaneous
identification among multiple readers and tags. In practical
applications, there are many scenarios that need multiple
entities’ interactions. For instance, 1) In the inventory
management, a number of goods should to be associated
with an authorized user; 2) In the valuables traceability service,
an evidence is needed to provide that a valuable article has
been present in the multiple readers’ overlay areas; 3) In the
supply chain management, quick entry identification is needed
by diverse interest groups. Generally, time-division multiple access is the mainstream algorithm to solve the
mentioned multiple objects identification problem in RFID
systems. Some examples are aloha-based protocol, treebased protocol, and their variations [6], [7]. Such schemes
mainly realize batch identification in the data link layer
without considering security protection. Most previous
researches consider authentication and multiple objects
simultaneous identification as separated research areas
since the former belongs to the application layer while the
latter belongs to the data link layer. Hence, it becomes
significant to design a new scheme to provide coexistence
proofs for realizing both secure and simultaneous identification in distributed RFID systems.
The concept of generating an evidence to achieve two
tags secure identification was first introduced by Juels [8].
He presented a distinctive yoking-proofs protocol to deal
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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with the problem that two tags are verified and scanned
within a reader’s interrogation range. Saito and Sakurai [9]
proposed a grouping-proofs protocol which is extended
from the yoking proofs. Burmester et al. [10] focused on an
anonymous grouping proof for two tags. Thereafter, several
protocols based on yoking proofs or grouping proofs are
designed [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], in which
simultaneous existences of multiple tags are regarded as a
pair or a group to be verified by a reader. Grouping proof is
an evidence that multiple tags can be simultaneously
authenticated by a single reader, or multiple readers can
be simultaneously authenticated by a single tag. We take
the supply chain management as an example. For a group of
multiple readers, when a number of goods are transferred
from a material supplier to a carrier, it is necessary to
perform independent identification by both the material
supplier and the carrier. The reason is that the material
supplier and the carrier may concern different tag fields
and have private information towards the same tag. In this
case, the grouping proof is able to prove that multiple
readers of different interest groups have transmitted the
same batch of goods. For a group of multiple tags,
the grouping proof can prove that multiple tagged goods
have been transmitted via a certain intermediate link. It is
necessary to perform secure and simultaneous identification on the multiple tags by different interest groups (e.g.,
material supplier, carrier, and retailer).
However, most existing grouping-proofs-based protocols mainly consider the case that a single reader accesses
multiple tags, but ignore the other case that a single tag (or
multiple tags) may be simultaneously scanned by multiple
readers. Meanwhile, several defects exist in the previous
protocols. For instance, the reader and tags are based on
centralized structure, which may lead to low scalability. The
reader obtains the grouping proofs for final verification but
discounts the intermediate verifications. The tags perform
the nonlightweight secret updating, which may limit the
protocol’s applications.
In this paper, we propose a grouping-proofs-based
authentication protocol (GUPA) for readers and tags secure
and simultaneous identification for distributed RFID systems. The main contributions are as follows: We build a
distributed authentication mode to make the subgrouping
proofs relatively independent, and apply different tag/
reader groups to achieve hierarchical identification. We
adopt the asymmetric denial mechanism to grant diverse
fault-tolerance capabilities against attackers. Such scheme
can resist the denial-of-proof (DoP) attack in which
the attacker aims to disturb the normal identification on
legal tags. We design a lightweight secret updating
algorithm, in which the readers and tags use specific
extendible functions to realize random accessing replacing
additional update module and redundant workloads.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents a review of related works. Section 3
introduces the detailed phases of the proposed GUPA in
three cases. Then, attack analysis and performance analysis
are given in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, Section 6
draws a conclusion.
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RELATED WORKS

Burmester et al. [10] proposed three protocols: 1) A
nonanonymous protocol uses a counter to realize state
update, and applies group keys to avoid useless proofs. A
tag computes a pseudorandom function to prove that
another tag belongs to a certain group. The grouping proofs
are applied to realize simultaneous scanning, and to
confirm the correctness of tags. 2) An anonymous protocol
achieves anonymity by the randomized pseudonyms
instead of the former group identifier. The current value
and the previous value are introduced to guarantee
unlinkability. 3) An anonymous and forward-security
protocol updates the secret keys and the group keys after
each season, where the tag stores the secret/group key and
the group pseudonyms to enhance security. Burmester’s
robust grouping proof is proved to be vulnerable against an
impersonation attack [11].
Lo et al. [12] introduced two types of coexistence-proofsbased protocols to protect tag privacy, forward secrecy, and
sequential authentication. Specifically, the online verifierbased protocol (OVBP) is designed for a trusted online
database that stores necessary and relative data for all the
legal tags. In OVBP, DoP attack is resisted by the multipletag authentication which also prevents the generation of
invalid coexistence-proofs. Moreover, a data redundancy
mechanism is adopted to defend against the denial of
service attack. The offline time stamp server-based protocol
(OTSBP) is designed in which a tamper-resistant time stamp
module is equipped since the backend database may be
temporarily unavailable. In OTSBP, the proof involving the
shared secret key and the tag identifier is used for
authentication. Tag identifiers and derived keys are used
to check the validity of coexistence proofs.
Cho et al. [13] focused on the replay attack and proposed
an enhanced yoking-proof protocol for multiple tags’
simultaneous scanning. The main functions used in the
protocol are MAC and PRNG functions. Meanwhile,
Lamport signature scheme is presented in the MAC
function to realize error code check. The proof obtained
with an encrypted value may potentially increase additional
computation, and is not suitable for passive RFID tags.
Huang and Ku [14] designed a grouping-proofs-based
protocol for passive tags with the EPCglobal C1G2 standard.
The protocol based on PRNG and CRC functions is designed
for medication safety applications. The protocol uses the
CRC checksum code to detect error and to verify the integrity
of transmitted data, which may result in the protocol
vulnerability for DoS attack due to the linear properties of
the CRC function. Chien et al. [15] proved that Huang’s
protocol is vulnerable to replay attack, and then proposed
two protocols (online and offline) to enhance inpatient
medication safety. In the online protocol, the reader and tags
share a secret, and the reader associates the tags by checking
the correctness of the received tuples. Additionally, the
reader establishes an evidence for the offline protocol. Both
protocols cannot resist the forgery and replay attack.
Peris-Lopez et al. [11] performed further studies to
review the security flaws in the above protocols, and
proposed Kazahaya protocol. Kazahaya is designed for
two tags simultaneous and secure scanning, and it is only
based on an unilateral authentication mode without
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Rj randomly chooses  2 f0; 1g , ( ¼ 1; . . . ; J), and
computes PR ¼ log  , ( 6¼ j). Thereafter, Rj randomly
chooses  2 f0; 1g to compute PRj and sP :
PRj ¼ log  

J
X

ðH2 ðH1 ðmR Þ; H1 ðPR ÞÞ þ YR Þ;

¼1;6¼j

sP ¼H2 ðH1 ðmR Þ;H1 ðPRj ÞÞ xRj 

J
Y



ðmod qÞ:

¼1;6¼j

verifying the reader by the tags. Such vulnerability may be
utilized by a malicious attacker whose purpose is not to
obtain the tag identifier, but to disturb the communication
among legal entities.
The previous studies mainly focus on multiple tags
identification by a single reader, ignoring other scenarios
that multiple readers may concurrently identify a single tag
or multiple tags. In this paper, we apply lightweight bitwise
logical operators to achieve such multiple readers and tags
secure and simultaneous identification.

3

AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

3.1 System Initialization
Suppose that the RFID system comprises readers {R1 ,
R2 ; . . . ; Rx }, tags {T1 , T2 ; . . . ; Ty }, and the backend system
DB. The readers and tags store their own pseudonym,
group identifier, identity flag, access list, and a set of
preshared secrets fSg. Here, each reader and each tag share
a corresponding private secret. The legal tags are divided
into z groups which are identified by the specific group
identifiers {gid1 ; . . . ; gidz }, and the legal readers belong to z0
groups which are identified by {GID1 ; . . . ; GIDz0 }. Different
tag/reader groups are granted independent authorities to
realize hierarchical access control. The notations are
introduced in Table 1.
When a new reader joins the system, the uncertain reader
should be authenticated by DB. In GUPA, a ring signature
is introduced for the anonymous authentication, which is
inspired by [18], [19]. Considering the reader’s hardware
condition, the ring signature scheme can be designed by the
lightweight cryptographic algorithm such as elliptic curve
cryptography, here DB acts as a verifier to perform
authentication on an uncertain reader. Suppose that the
new uncertain reader Rj is in the reader set Gv ¼ fR1 ; . . . ;
Rj ; . . . ; RJ g with the ring size J, in which the pairwise
public key YR and privacy key xR satisfy the function that
YR ¼ log xR , ( 2 f0; 1g , xR 2 f0; 1g , YR 2 ZZq ). Two hash
functions are defined: H1 : f0; 1g ! ZZq , and H2 : ZZq 
ZZq ! f0; 1g , in which q is a large prime number. Rj
generates a ring signature of mR on behalf of other readers
in Gv .

The signature ðmR Þ is established as that {PR1 ; . . . ; PRJ ,
YR1 ; . . . ; YRJ , sP }, and Rj transmits ðmR ÞkmR to DB for
verification. DB first extracts {PR , sP }, and computes h ¼
H2 ðH1 ðmR Þ; H1 ðPR ÞÞ. Afterward, DB computes
PJ ðmR Þ, and
performs the verification
¼1 ðPR þ h þ
PJ by comparing
YR Þ with log sP . If ¼1 ðPR þ h þ YR Þ ¼ log sP holds,
Rj will be authenticated by DB. Thereafter, DB assigns the
new reader Rj with the corresponding preshared values.
Subsequently, the tags {T1 , T2 ; . . . ; Ty } update the locally
stored reader access list LR , and we consider Ty as an
example to describe the access list updating. Note that the
reader access list should also be updated when a reader
leaves the system:
1.

2.

3.

DB generates a pseudorandom number rDB , extracts
the updating command Comd, and transmits the
cascaded value rDB kComd to challenge Ty .
When Ty detects the updating command Comd, it
generates a pseudorandom number rTy , extracts its
local access list LR , and computes H1 ðLR krDB Þ.
Thereafter, Ty replies rTy kH1 ðLR krDB Þ to DB.
DB recomputes H1 ðLR krDB Þ by its locally stored
{LR , rDB } to verify Ty . If the recomputed hash value
equals the received one, Ty will be regarded as a
legal tag. Otherwise, the protocol will terminate.
Afterward, DB further extracts the new reader Rj ’s
information Rj to compute H1 ðRj kLR krTy Þ, and
applies the private PRNG function to compute
P RNGðRj Þ. Afterward, DB transmits
H1 ðRj kLR krTy ÞkP RNGðRj Þ to Ty :

Upon receiving the message, Ty first performs an
inverse function P RNG1 ðÞ to derive Rj , and then
re-computes H1 ðRj kLR krTy Þ to verify DB. If the recomputed hash value equals the received one, DB
will be regarded as a legal backend system, and Ty
will update the reader access list by adding Rj into
LR . Otherwise, the protocol will terminate.
Till now, Ty ’s reader access list LR has been updated.
When a new tag joins or leaves the system, the readers {R1 ,
R2 ; . . . ; Rx } update the tag access list LT according to the
similar approach. The access list updating algorithm is
mainly based on the lightweight PRNG and hash functions,
which have low computation loads (CLs).
In GUPA, we also define a sequence Sequ ¼ ½GR gt  and a
function G  gðXÞ to perform the secret updating. Let GR /gt
denote the reader/tag group; x/y denote the number of the
reader/tag groups. Toward Sequ, the subscripts of {GR , gt } are
arrayed in an odd-even alternation mode. Metaphorically,
Sequ is regarded as a chain: From the front to the half, {GR , gt }
4.
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Fig. 1. GUPA: two-tag and single-reader case (2T-R).

are arrayed in the link form of ½Godd geven , and from the back to
the half, {GR , gt } are arrayed in the link form of ½Geven godd . The
formal function definition Sequ is as follows:
.

9 x < y, fn; n01 ; n001 g 2 IN, 1 < 2ðn þ n01 Þ  1  x, and
1 < 2ðn þ n001 Þ  x. Here, y ¼ 2m or y ¼ 2m þ 1:
Sequðx<yÞ ¼ G1 g2 ; . . . ; G2n1 g2n G1 g2ðnþ1Þ ; . . . ;
G2ðnþn01 Þ1 g2m G2ðnþn001 Þ g2mþ1 ; . . . ;
G2 g2nþ1 G2n g2n1 ; . . . ; G2 g1 :

.

9 x ¼ y, and n 2 IN. Let {x, y} equal 2n  1 or 2n:
Sequðx¼yÞodd ¼ G1 g2 ; . . . ; G2n1 g2 G2 g2n1 ; . . . ; G2 g1 :
Sequðx¼yÞeven ¼ G1 g2 ; . . . ; G2n1 g2n G2n g2n1 ; . . . ; G2 g1 :

.

9 x > y, fn; n02 ; n002 g 2 IN, 1 < 2ðn þ n02 Þ  y, and 1 <
2ðn þ n002 Þ  1  y. Here, x ¼ 2m  1 or x ¼ 2m:
Sequðx>yÞ ¼ G1 g2 ; . . . ; G2n1 g2n G2nþ1 g2 ; . . . ;
G2m1 g2ðnþn02 Þ G2m g2ðnþn002 Þ1 ; . . . ;
G2ðnþ1Þ g1 G2n g2n1 ; . . . ; G2 g1 :

According to Sequ, G  gðXÞ is defined as follows:
G  gðXÞ ¼ GR _ ðgðrþ1Þ2nR

X

Gðtþ1Þ2nt Þ _ gt ;

in which, r; t; nR ; nt 2 IN; 1  r  x; 1  t  y; 1 < ðr þ 1Þ 
2nR  y; 1 < ðt þ 1Þ  2nt  x.
Note that the subscripts of Gr (r 2 {1,. . . ; z0 }) and gt
(t 2 f1; . . . ; zg) may repeatedly emerge due to the unequaled group number of the readers and tags. For instance,
there are four reader groups and seven tag groups in the
system, thereinto the readers in G1 and the tags in g5 have
two optional addressable paths ½G1 g2 G3 g4 G1 g6 G4 g7 G2 g5 
and ½G1 g6 G4 g7 G2 g5  for G1 and g5 . Here, G1 and g5 apply the
latter segment of Sequ and G  gðXÞ to update the secret X:
Sequð4<7Þ ¼ G1 g2 G3 g4 ½G1 g6 G4 g7 G2 g5 G4 g3 G2 g1 ;
G  gðXÞ ¼ ðG  gÞ15 ðXÞ ¼ G1 _ ðg6

X

G2 Þ _ g5 :

3.2 Two-or-Multiple-Tag and Single-Reader Case
Fig. 1 shows interactions of Rj and {Ta , Tb }. Thereinto, Rj
belongs to Gv , and {Ta , Tb } belong to {gm , gn }.

Phase 1. Preliminary authentication between Rj and {Ta , Tb }:
The reader Rj generates a pseudorandom number r0Rj , and
cascades r0Rj and its identity flag FRj . Rj transmits r0Rj kFRj
to {Ta , Tb } as a query to initiate a new session. Upon
receiving the message, {Ta , Tb } search FRj in LR , and check
the correctness of FRj . If there is a nonmatching flag or the
flag with wrong time stamp, Rj will be regarded as an
illegal reader and the protocol will terminate. Otherwise,
the two tags will reply {FTa , FTb } to Rj , respectively.
Afterward, Rj performs quick check on {Ta , Tb }, and judges
whether the tags are legal and which group they belong to.
If both tags pass the quick check, {Ta , Tb } will be linked via
the channels to Rj , and the messages between the two tags
will be sequentially exchanged.
Phase 2. Ta challenges Rj : When {Ta , Tb } are linked, an
initiator tag Ta updates FTa into FT0 a by ðG  gÞvm ðFTa Þ for
fnv1 ; nm1 g 2 IN, and computes MTa and NTa
FT0 a ¼ Gv _ ðgðvþ1Þ2nv1
MTa ¼ ðP IDTa

FT0 a Þ

Gðmþ1Þ2nm1 Þ _ gm ;

FTa

_ r0Rj ;

NTa ¼ P RNGðFRj _ P IDTa Þ:
Ta transmits MTa kNTa to Rj . Upon receiving the message,
l
r
Rj divides a preshared secret Sjb into Sjb
kSjb
by r0Rj . The
partition method is as follows: 1) perform modulo operation
on r0Rj by l to obtain d0 ¼ r0Rj ðmod lÞ; 2) extract the higher
l
r
and lower d0 bits of Sjb as two partial fields Sjb
and Sjb
. Note
that underflow should be considered, and zero is padded to
the higher bits. Hereafter, Rj generates r1Rj , obtains the
updated FT0 b by ðG  gÞvn ðFTb Þ for fnv2 ; nn1 g 2 IN, and
computes A1Rj and B1Rj :
FT0 b ¼ Gv _ ðgðvþ1Þ2nv2
A1Rj
B1Rj

¼ ðP IDTb _ FRj Þ
¼ ðgidn

FT0 b Þ

FTb
l
ðSjb

Gðnþ1Þ2nn1 Þ _ gn ;

þ r1Rj Þ;

_ r1Rj :

Phase 3. Further authentication between Rj and Tb : Rj
transmits A1Rj kB1Rj kNTa to Tb . Afterward, Tb performs a
l
partition operation on the preshared secret Sbj to obtain Sbj
r
and Sbj by d0 . Note that Sjb ¼ Sbj theoretically holds;
l
r
l
r
therefore, Sjb
kSjb
should equal Sbj
kSbj
. Thereafter, Tb
obtains the updated FT0 b , performs an inverse operation to
derive r‘1Rj , and computes BTb :
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l
ðP IDTb _ FRj Þ  Sbj
;

BTb ¼ ðgidn

ðG  gÞvn ðFTb ÞÞ _ r‘1Rj :
?

Tb verifies Rj by checking BTb ¼ B1Rj . If it does not hold,
Rj will be regarded as an illegal reader and the protocol
0l
will terminate. Otherwise, Tb will compute Sbj
, CTb , MTb ,
and NTb :
0l
l
¼ ðG  gÞvn ðSbj
Þ
Sbj

r‘1Rj ;

0l
CTb ¼ Sbj
_ P IDTb ;

MTb ¼ ðP IDTb

FT0 b Þ _ r0Rj ;

NTb ¼ NTa _ P RNGðP IDTb _ gidn Þ:
Tb transmits CTb kMTb kNTb to Rj . Upon receiving the
message, Rj computes CR1 j :
CR1 j

¼ ðG 

l
gÞvn ðSjb
Þ

r1Rj _ P IDTb :
?

Rj verifies Tb by checking CR1 j ¼ CTb . If it does not hold,
Rj will regard Tb as an illegal tag and eliminate Tb from
the authentication. Otherwise, Rj will continue to divide
l
r
Sja into Sja
kSja
by r0Rj , generate r2Rj , and compute A2Rj
2
and BRj :
A2Rj ¼ ðP IDTa _ FRj Þ
B2Rj ¼ ðgidm

r
ðSja
þ r2Rj Þ;

ðG  gÞvm ðFTa ÞÞ _ r2Rj :

Phase 4. Further authentication between Rj and Ta : Rj
transmits A2Rj kB2Rj kNTb to Ta for further authentication.
l
r
Similarly, Ta divides Saj into Saj
kSaj
, and derives r‘2Rj to
compute BTa :
r‘2Rj ¼ A2Rj
BTa ¼ ðgidm

r
ðP IDTa _ FRj Þ  Saj
;

FT0 a Þ _ r‘2Rj :
?

Ta verifies Rj by checking BTa ¼ B2Rj . If it does not hold,
Rj will be regarded as an illegal reader and the protocol will
terminate. Otherwise, Ta may consider that Rj is author0r
ized, and compute Saj
, CTa , and NT0 a :
0r
r
¼ ðG  gÞvm ðSaj
Þ
Saj

r‘2Rj ;

0r
CTa ¼ Saj
_ P IDTa ;

NT0 a ¼ NTb _ gidm :
Ta transmits CTa kNT0 a to Rj for authentication. When Rj
receives the message, it computes CR2 j :
r
CR2 j ¼ ðG  gÞvm ðSja
Þ

r2Rj _ P IDTa :
?

Rj continues to verify Ta by checking CR2 j ¼ CTa . If it does
not hold, Rj will regard Ta as an illegal tag and eliminate Ta
from the authentication. Otherwise, Rj will establish the
grouping proofs PRj ðTa;b Þ ¼ ðr0Rj ; MTa ; MTb ; NT0 a Þ. When Rj
receives the subgrouping proofs from {Ta , Tb }, Rj invokes the
final authentication to validate the grouping proofs PRj ðTa;b Þ.
Till now, {Ta , Tb } have been simultaneously accessed by Rj ,
and the grouping proofs is verified as follows:
1.

Verify {MTa , MTb } by the tag pseudonyms {P IDTa ,
P IDTb }, and the updated tag flags {FT0 a , FT0 b };

Fig. 2. GUPA: multiple-tag and single-reader case (nT-R).

Verify NT0 a by {P IDTa , P IDTb }, the tag group
identifiers {gidm , gidn }, and the reader flag FRj .
Fig. 2 shows the extension of GUPA in the case of
multiple tag and single reader (nT-R). Suppose that the
reader Rj first challenges the tags {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } by r0Rj kFRj .
After passing the mutual quick check, {T1 ; . . . ; Ta , Tb ; . . . ; Ty }
are linked together. Ta acts as an initiator, and transmits
MTa kNTa to Rj . Rj proceeds to sequentially access the
distributed tags {T1 ; . . . ; Tb ; . . . ; Tx }. During the quick check
phase, Rj stores the flags {FTa , FT1 ; . . . ; FTb ; . . . ; FTy } into a
temp queue; therefore, Rj challenges the tags {T1 ; . . . ; Tb ;
. . . ; Ty } by their corresponding flags in a first-in-first-out
(FIFO) mode. Rj transmits A1Rj kB1Rj kNTa to T1 , and T1 replies
CT1 kMT1 kNT1 to Rj , and so forth. Rj continues to transmit
b1
Ab1
Rj kBRj kNb1 to Tb , and Tb replies CTb kMTb kNTb to Rj . In
y1
the last round, Rj transmits Ay1
Rj kBRj kNTy1 to Ty , and Ty
replies CTy kMTy kNTy to Rj . Thereafter, Rj transmits
AyRj kByRj kNTy to Ta , then Ta replies CTa kNT0 a to Rj . The
grouping proofs PRj ðT1;...;a;b;...;y Þ can be established:
2.

PRj ðT1;...;a;b;...;y Þ ¼ ðr0Rj ; MT1 ; . . . ; MTy ; NT0 a Þ:

3.3 Two-or-Multiple-Reader and Single-Tag Case
Fig. 3 shows interactions of Ta and {Ri , Rj }. Thereinto, {Ri ,
Rj } belong to {Gu , Gv }, and Ta belongs to gm .
Phase 1. Preliminary authentication between Ta and {Ri , Rj }:
The readers {Ri , Rj } generate pseudorandom numbers {r0Ri ,
r0Rj }, and transmit r0Ri kFRi and r0Rj kFRj to Ta to initiate a
new session. Upon receiving the queries, Ta searches {FRi ,
FRj } in LR , and checks the correctness. If Ri or Rj has
unmatched flag, Ri or Rj will be regarded as an illegal
reader, and Ta will eliminate the illegal reader from the
authentication. Otherwise, Ta will reply FTa to {Ri , Rj }, and
link the two readers {Ri , Rj } together. Afterward, {Ri , Rj }
perform quick check on Ta by its flag, and judge whether
the tag is legal and which group it belongs to. If Ta passes
the quick check, the protocol will continue. Note that “link”
does not mean to establish direct communication channel
between the two readers {Ri , Rj }, and the two readers do
not need to know which reader they are linking with. The
fact is that {Ri , Rj } are linked by Ta which acts as the
middleman to exchange the messages.
Phase 2. Further authentication on {Ri , Rj }: When {Ri , Rj }
are linked, Ri acts as a proof initiator, and extracts the
l
r
kSia
, in which
higher and lower d1 bits of Sia as Sia
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Fig. 3. GUPA: two-reader and single-tag case (2R-T).

d1 ¼ r0Ri ðmod lÞ. Ri generates a pseudorandom number
r1Ri , updates FRi by ðG  gÞum ðFRi Þ for fnu1 ; nm2 g 2 IN, and
computes ARi , BRi , MRi , and NRi :
FR0 i ¼ Gu _ ðgðuþ1Þ2nu1

MRi ¼ ðP IDRi

MRj ¼ ðP IDRj

Gðmþ1Þ2nm2 Þ _ gm ;

FRi

l
ðSia
þ r1Ri Þ;

ARi ¼ ðP IDTa _ FTa Þ
BRi ¼ ðGIDu

?

Rj verifies Ta by checking CRj ¼ CT1a . If it does not hold,
Rj will regard Ta as an illegal tag and terminates the
protocol. Otherwise, Rj will compute MRj and NRj :

NRj ¼ NRi _ P RNGðP IDRj _ GIDv Þ:

FR0 i Þ _ r1Ri ;
FR0 i Þ _ r0Ri ;

r
Rj transmits MRj kNRj to Ta . Hereafter, Ta updates Sai
0r
2
into Sai , and computes CTa :

NRi ¼ P RNGðFTa _ P IDRi Þ:

0r
r
¼ ðG  gÞum ðSai
Þ
Sai

d00

l
r
Sja
kSja
0
FRj by

by
¼ r0Rj ðmod lÞ. Rj
Rj divides Sja into
generates r1Rj , updates
ðG  gÞvm ðFRj Þ for fnv3 ;
nm3 g 2 IN, and computes ARj and BRj :
FR0 j ¼ Gv _ ðgðvþ1Þ2nv3
ARj ¼ ðP IDTa _ FTa Þ
BRj ¼ ðGIDv

Gðmþ1Þ2nm3 Þ _ gm ;

FRj
r
ðSja

þ r1Rj Þ;

FR0 j Þ _ r1Rj :

l
ðP IDTa _ FTa Þ  Sai
;

B1Ta ¼ ðGIDu

ðG  gÞum ðFRi ÞÞ _ r‘1Ri :
?

Ta verifies Ri by checking B1Ta ¼ BRi . If it does not hold,
Ta will regard Ri as an illegal reader and eliminate Ri from
l
r
kSaj
by d00 .
the authentication. Otherwise, Ta will extract Saj
Ta derives r‘1Rj , and computes B2Ta :
r‘1Rj ¼ ARj

r
ðP IDTa _ FTa Þ  Saj
;

B2Ta ¼ ðGIDv

ðG  gÞvm ðFRj ÞÞ _ r‘1Rj :

Similarly, Ta verifies Rj by comparing the computed B2Ta
with the received BRj . If they are not identical, Ta will
regard Rj as an illegal reader and eliminates Rj from the
0r
authentication. Otherwise, Ta will obtain the updated Saj
and compute CT1a :
0r
r
¼ ðG  gÞvm ðSaj
Þ
Saj
0r
CT1a ¼ Saj

r‘1Rj ;

P IDTa :

Phase 3. Further authentication on Ta : Ta transmits CT1a kNRi
to Rj , thereafter, Rj computes CRj :
l
Þ
CRj ¼ ðG  gÞvm ðSja

r1Rj

0r
CT2a ¼ Sai

r‘1Ri ;

P IDTa :

Phase 4. Further authentication on Ta : Ta transmits CT2a kNRj
to Ri , and Ri computes CRi :
r
CRi ¼ ðG  gÞum ðSia
Þ

r1Ri

P IDTa :

?

Ri transmits ARi kBRi kMRi kNRi to Ta , and Rj transmits
ARj kBRj to Ta . Upon receiving the message, Ta divides Sai into
l
r
kSai
by d1 . Hereafter, Ta derives r‘1Ri , and computes B1Ta :
Sai
r‘1Ri ¼ ARi

FR0 j Þ _ r0Rj ;

P IDTa :

Ri verifies Ta by checking CRi ¼ CT2a . If it does not hold,
Ri will regard Ta as an illegal tag and terminate the
protocol. Otherwise, Ri will compute NR0 i :
NR0 i ¼ NRj _ GIDu :
Thereafter, Ri transmits NR0 i to Ta , and Ta establishes the
grouping proofs PTa ðRi;j Þ ¼ ðr0Ri ; r0Rj ; MRi ; MRj ; NR0 i Þ. When
Ta receives all the subgrouping proofs from {Ri , Rj }, Ta
invokes the final authentication to validate the grouping
proofs PTa ðRi;j Þ. Till now, {Ri , Rj } have simultaneously
access Ta , and the grouping proofs is verified as follows:
Verify {r0Ri , r0Rj } by checking whether the received
random numbers appear in the former sessions
within a certain time threshold.
2. Verify {MRi , MRj } by {P IDRi , P IDRj }, and the
updated reader flags {FR0 i , FR0 j };
3. Verify NR0 i by the reader pseudonyms {P IDRi ,
P IDRj }, the reader group identifiers {GIDu , GIDv },
and the tag flag FTa .
Fig. 4 shows the extension of GUPA in the case of
multiple-reader and single-tag (nR-T), note that the available amount of the readers is limited by the channel
resources. Suppose that the readers {R1 ; . . . ; Rx } concurrently challenge Ta by {r0R1 kFR1 ; . . . ; r0Rx kFRx }. After passing Ta ’s quick check, {R1 ; . . . ; Ri , Rj ; . . . ; Rx } are linked
together. Ri acts as a proof initiator, and transmits
ARi kBRi kMRi kNRi to Ta . Ta replies the distributed readers
{R1 , R2 ; . . . ; Rx } according to the FIFO mode. R1 first
transmits AR1 kBR1 to Ta , Ta replies CT1a kNRi to R1 , and R1
1.
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ARi kBRi kMRi kNRi to Ta . Ta proceeds to reply the distributed
readers {R1 , Rj ; . . . ; Rx } as the case descriptions of nR-T,
and the grouping proofs PTa ðR1;...;i;j;...;x Þ is obtained by Ta .
Meanwhile, Ta transmits MTa kNTa to Rj . Rj proceeds to
access the distributed tags {T1 ; . . . ; Tb ; . . . ; Tx } as the case
descriptions of nT-R, and the grouping proofs PRj ðT1;... ;
a; b; . . . ; yÞ can be obtained by Rj . In GUPA, PT ðR1;...;i;j;...;x Þ
and PR ðT1;...;a;b;...;y Þ are established for secure and simultaneous identification among multiple readers and tags, in
which {AR , BR , CT } are adopted with different functions:
{AR } is used by the tag to derive the reader generated
random number via the inverse operations.
. {BR , CT } are used by the tag and reader to perform
mutual authentication.
. {MR } is computed by the pseudonyms and flags for
final verification.
. {NR ;T , NR0  ;T } are applied to correlate each pair of
tags or readers. For instance, NRi computed by Ri is
transmitted to Rj to obtain NRj . NRj computed by Rj
is transmitted to Ri to obtain NR0 i .
In the nR-nT case, the reader and tag have identical
denial capability. It means that if any reader (or tag) regards
the verified tag (or reader) as an illegal entity, the reader (or
tag) will eliminate the suspect entity from the authentication and the protocol will continue.
.

Fig. 4. GUPA: multiple-reader and single-tag case (nR-T).

transmits MR1 kNR1 to Ta , and so forth. Rj continues to
kNRj1 to Rj , then Rj
transmit ARj kBRj to Ta , Ta replies CTj1
a
replies MRj kNRj to Ta . In the last round, Rx transmits
kNRx1 to Rx , and then Rx
ARx kBRx to Ta , Ta replies CTx1
a
replies MRx kNRx to Ta . Thereafter, Ta transmits CTxa kNRx to
Ri , then Ri replies NR0 i to Ta . The grouping proofs PTa ðR1 ;
. . . ; i; j; . . . ; xÞ can be established:
PTa ðR1;...;i;j;...;x Þ ¼ ðr0R1 ; . . . ; r0Rx ; MR1 ; . . . ; MRx ; NR0 i Þ:

3.4 Multiple-Tag and Multiple-Reader Case
Fig. 5 shows the extension of GUPA in the case of multipletag and multiple reader (nR-nT), which is an infrequent
communication case. Suppose that readers {R1 ; . . . ; Rx } and
tags {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } are addressed in the system. {R1 ; . . . ; Rx }
challenge {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } with the corresponding {r0R1 kFR1 ; . . . ;
r0Rx kFRx }, then {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } respond with {FT1 ; . . . ; FTy }. After
passing the quick check, {R1 ; . . . ; Rx } and {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } are
independently linked together. We consider Ta and Rj to
introduce the authentication. Let Ri and Ta act the initiators
of the corresponding grouping proofs. Ri transmits

Fig. 5. GUPA: multiple-tag and multiple-reader case (nR-nT).

4

ATTACK ANALYSIS

4.1 Replay Attack
In replay attack, assume that A has learned all the exchanged
messages of {Ri , Ta , {R1 ; . . . ; Rj ; . . . ; Rx }} and {Ta , Rj ,
{T1 ; . . . ; Tb ; . . . ; Ty }} in a former session. In another session,
A may replay the intercepted messages to interfere with the
ongoing session. Thereinto, A may act as two types of
identities (i.e., an initiator entity, and a generic entity). In the
former case, A acts as a tag or reader to challenge the verifier
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as a proof initiator. In the latter case, A acts as an unfeatured
tag or reader that is mingled with other legal entities.
The identity flag with built-in time stamp is introduced
^A
to enhance session freshness. A acts as an illegal reader R
old
to challenge {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } with the outdated rold
kF
,
or
acts
0R
R
as an illegal tag T^A to challenge {R1 ; . . . ; Rx } with the
outdated FTold
. Upon receiving the messages, {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } or

{R1 ; . . . ; Rx }, first check the correctness of the identity flag.
They will find that FRold or FTold
has an unmatched time

stamp (i.e., out of allowable time range), and eliminate A
from the authentication. In a bad condition, the legal entities
may ignore the error, and the protocol continues.
^A may replay
In the case of {Ri , Ta , {R1 ; . . . ; Rj ; . . . ; Rx }}, R
old
old
old
old
an initiator reader Ri ’s ARi kBRi kMRi kNRi to Ta , and Ta
1new
derives r‘new
1Ri to compute BTa :
old
r‘new
1Ri ¼ ARi

¼ ðGIDu
B1new
Ta

lold
ðP IDTa _ FTnew
Þ  Sai
;
a
‘new
FR0old
^ Þ _ r1Ri :
i

old
Ta finds that B1new
6¼ Bold
FR0old
Ta
^i ¼ ðGIDu
^i Þ _ r1Ri since
R
new
‘new
the updated FTa is introduced to derive r1Ri , and the
‘new
probability that rold
1Ri equals r1Ri is negligible.
ðj1Þold
^
kNRoldj1 to Rj , and
Meanwhile, TA may replay Ta ’s CTa

Rj computes
lnew
CRnew
¼ ðG  gÞvm ðSja
Þ
j

rnew
1Rj _ P IDTa :Rj

ðj1Þold

find that CRnew
6¼ CTa
since rnew
1Rj is introduced to update
j
lnew
lnew
lold
Sja , and the probability that Sja
equals Sja
is negligible.
Similarly, in the case of {Ta , Rj , {T1 ; . . . ; Tb ; . . . ; Ty }},
inconsistencies will be deduced by introducing the updated
identity flags and pseudorandom numbers.

4.2 Forgery Attack
In forgery attack, A may impersonate as a forged entity (i.e.,
^A or T^A ) to utilize the forged messages to access system.
R
Upon receiving {FRA , FTA }, {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } and {R1 ; . . . ; Rx },
search the identify flags in their own access lists {LR , LT } to
perform the quick check, respectively, and it turns out that
^A , R
^A } are eliminated
there are no unmatched flags, and {R
from the authentication.
^A tries to access
Reader forging attack: An illegal reader R
^ are used
d T , S}
the legal tags, in which the forged secrets {PID
‘
^
^i
to derive r1R^ . For instance, RA acts as an initiator reader R
A
^
^
to challenge Ta , and Ri computes BR^i for verification. Upon
^ ^ kB
^ ^ , Ta derives r‘ to compute B1 :
^ ^ kM
^ ^ kN
receiving A
Ta
^
Ri
Ri
Ri
Ri
1R
i

r‘1R^
i

^^
¼A
Ri

ðP IDTa _ FTa Þ 

l
ðS^ia

þ r1R^i Þ

l
Sai

d Ta _ FTa Þ
¼ ðPID

l
ðP IDTa _ FTa Þ  Sai
:

d u F^0 Þ _ r ^ 6¼ B1 since B1 is
^ ^ ¼ ðGID
Ta finds that B
^i
Ta
Ta
1Ri
Ri
R
‘
computed by {GIDu , r1R^ }.
i
Tag forging attack: An illegal tag T^A tries to cheat the
^ are also applied for verificad ^ , S}
legal readers, and {PID
Tb
^
tion. For instance, TA acts as a generic tag T^b , which is
b1
^
queried by Rj . Upon receiving Rj ’s Ab1
Rj kBRj kNTb1 , Tb
^
^
^
^
directly computes CT^b , and transmits CT^b kMT^b kNT^b to Rj .
Thereafter, Rj computes CRb1
for authentication. Rj finds
j
0l
d ^ 6¼ C b1 since C b1 is obtained by
that C^T^b ¼ S^bj
_ PID
Rj
Rj
Tb
0l
Sjb
_ P IDTb , which are never exposed.
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4.3 Tracking Attack
The tracking attack is a passive attack that the attacker
traces an entity’s location by multiple malicious devices.
Scenario 1: In a series of sessions, A disguises as a set of
^2 ; . . . } to continuously challenge
^ ¼ {R
^1 , R
malicious readers R
{T1 ; . . . ; Ty } with the queries {r0R^1 kF^R^1 , r0R^2 kF^R^2 . . .g, to
monitor traffic flows, and tries to analyze their location
information. The protocol will terminate since {T1 ; . . . ; Ty }
^ for nonmatching flags {F^ ^1 , F^ ^2 . . .g,. In a
cannot recognize R
R
R
bad condition, {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } may ignore the error, and the
protocol will continue. In one site, {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } respond with
{FT11 ; . . . ; FTy1 }. In another site, {T1 ; . . . ; Ty } respond with
{FT12 ; . . . ; FTy2 }, and so forth. Any two responses are independent since the flags are randomly chosen from the pseudo^ cannot confirm which tag the response belongs
nym index. R
to since the tags’ responses will be updated in each session.
Scenario 2: In another series of sessions, A disguises as
malicious tags T^ ¼ {T^1 , T^2 ; . . .g, and {R1 ; . . . ; Rx } challenge
the tag set T^. In one site, {R1 ; . . . ; Rx } transmit {r0R11 kFR11 ; . . . ;
r0R1x kFR1x } to T^. In another site, {R1 ; . . . ; Rx } transmit {r0R21 k
FR21 ; . . . ; r0R2x kFR2x } to T^, and so forth. Similarly, any two
queries are independent since the pseudorandom numbers
and flags are introduced. T^ cannot confirm which reader
challenges the specific query. Thereafter, {T^1 , T^2 . . .g,
respond with {F^T^1 , F^T^2 ; . . . } to {R1 ; . . . ; Rx }. The protocol
will terminate since {R1 ; . . . ; Rx } cannot recognize T^ for
nonmatching flags {F^T^1 , F^T^2 ; . . . } in LT . The attacker is
incapable of tracking a specific tag according to the
pseudorandom responses.
4.4 DoP
The DoP attack is executed by injecting illegal entities into
the communication among legal entities, which may cause
the grouping proofs invalid. Suppose that an attacker A
^A , T^A ) could pass the quick check, and all the legal/
(i.e., R
illegal entities can be linked together.
Scenario 1: Ta acts as an initiator tag, and transmits
^ 1 kB
^A . R
^A proceeds to transmit A
^1 kNT to T1 ,
MTa kNTa to R
a
^
^
R
R
^1 . Similarly, the otherA tagsA{T2 ; . . . ; Ta ,
and T1 finds BT1 6¼ B
^j
R
Tb ; . . . ; Ty } will deduce the inconsistency. In another condi^A may access a certain tag Ta along with other legal
tion, R
^A acts as an
readers {R1 ; . . . ; Rj ; . . . ; Rx } as follows: 1) R
^
^
^
initiator reader, and transmits AR^A kBR^A kMR^A kN^R^A to Ta . Ta
^ ^ . Thereafter, another reader R1 acts as an
finds B1Ta 6¼ B
RA
initiator, and the protocol continues; or 2) Ri acts as an
initiator reader to challenge Ta ; thereafter, Ta and {R1 ; . . . ;
^A ; . . . ; Rx } orderly perform mutual verifications. Toward
R
^ ^ kB
^ ^ , and finds Bj 6¼ B
^^ .
^A , Ta receives A
R
Ta
RA
RA
RA
Scenario 2: Ri acts as an initiator reader to challenge T^A ,
and a generic tag R1 transmits AR1 kBR1 to T^A . T^A skips the
verification, and replies CT1^ kNRi . R1 finds CR1 6¼ C^T1^ .
A
A
Similarly, {R2 ; . . . ; Rx } will also find the inconsistency. In
another condition, T^A may establish communication with
Rj along with other legal tags {T1 ; . . . ; Tb ; . . . ; Ty } as follows:
^ ^ kN^ ^ to Rj .
1) T^A acts as an initiator tag, and transmits M
TA
TA
Rj proceeds to transmit A1Rj kB1Rj kNTa to T1 , and T1 replies
CT1 kMT1 kNT1 to Rj , and so forth. During the message
delivery, Rj and {T1 ; . . . ; Tb ; . . . ; Ty } complete mutual verifications. Rj transmits AyRj kByRj kNTy to T^A , and T^A replies
C^T^A kN^T0^ to Rj . Rj finds CRy j 6¼ C^T^A ; or 2) Ta acts as an
A
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TABLE 2
Performance Comparison among Related Protocols

initiator tag, and transmits MTa kNTa to Rj . Rj transmits
A1Rj kB1Rj kNTa to T1 , and T1 replies CT1 kMT1 kNT1 to Rj , and so
b1
^
forth. Toward T^A , Rj transmits Ab1
Rj kBRj kNTb1 to TA , and
b1
^
^
^
^
^
TA replies CT^A kMT^A kNT^A . Rj finds CRj 6¼ CT^A .
In GUPA, the subgrouping proof is verified independent, which is not affected by each other based on the
distributed structure. Even if the illegal proof exists, it will
be eliminated from the authentication and will not influence
the legal entities’ proofs.

5

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Table 2 shows the performance comparison between the
related protocols.
Toward storage requirement (SR), a tag mainly stores
{P IDT , FT , gid, GID1;...;z0 , fSgz0 }, and a reader mainly stores
{P IDR , FR , GID, P IDT1;...;y , gid1;...;z , fSgz }. Compared with
other protocols, GUPA needs ð3 þ 2z0 Þl units tag storage,
which is a little lager due to the additional reader group
identifiers. The reader SR is ð3 þ 2z þ yÞl, which is comparable with protocols in [10], [13]. Toward [11] and [12], the
least reader storage is defined, while the lightweight storage
is achieved by ignoring the intermediate verification.
Considering communication overhead (CO), the average
exchanged data packets are 19 units in a session. Thereinto,
{Ta , Tb } transmit messages to the reader in five steps in the
two-tag and single-reader case (2T-R), and {Ri , Rj } to the tag
via 4 steps; {Ta , Tb } transmit messages to the reader in four
steps in the two-reader and single-tag case (2R-T), and {Ri ,
Rj } to the tag via six steps. The purpose of compromise on
CO is introducing the flags {FR , FT } for preliminary
authentications. The mutual authentication completes in
eight rounds, which is considered as a moderate number.
During the initialization phase, the main CL is brought by
the ring signature, which is used to verify the new readers.
Besides, the access list updating is performed based on
PRNG and hash functions. During the protocol execution
phase, grouping proofs are used for verification. In the twotag and single-reader case, Ta /Tb performs 19 bitwise
functions (i.e., XOR, OR) and 1 PRNG function, and Rj
performs 30 bitwise functions and three PRNG functions. In
the two-reader and single-tag case, Ri =Rj performs 19 bitwise functions and three PRNG functions, and Ta performs
30 bitwise functions. According to [20], the PRNG function
needs about 10K logic gates, secure hash algorithm (SHA-1)

needs less than 9K logic gates, and advanced encryption
standard needs about 12K logic gates. Compared with the
protocols, which are based on hash function in [10], MAC
function in [12], [13], and encryption [13], the CL of GUPA is
lightweight for a pervasive computing environment. Note
that the protocols in [10], [11], [12], [13] are not competent for
the cases when two or more readers perform secure and
simultaneous identification on the single tag. Furthermore,
the allocation proportion of workload for the readers and
tags is more reasonable than the protocols in [10], [11], [12].
In these protocols, the reader mainly acts as a middle
transmitter, and it actually executes less CL than tags, which
is not reasonable from the hardware consideration. It turns
out that GUPA applies the lightweight bitwise and PRNG
functions to achieve security without using complicated
algorithms, which makes GUPA is appropriate for resourceconstrained systems.

6

CONCLUSION

In the paper, we have presented an authentication protocol
(GUPA) for distributed RFID systems. The protocol applies
grouping proofs to realize multiple readers and tags secure
and simultaneous identification. The distributed authentication mode assigns tags into diverse groups to enhance
hierarchical protection, and to achieve independent subgrouping proofs. The asymmetric denial scheme grants the
entity diverse denial capabilities. It indicates that GUPA owns
substantial advantages for lightweight RFID applications.
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